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Abstract  
For the control of the fermentation process in Biovet AD - Peshtera, a computer control system has been 

implemented. The aim of the work is to examine the fermentation process in Biovet AD - Peshtera as a control 

object and to make a brief description of a computer integrated control system Delta V. The work also examines 

the synthesis of PID-controller with additional adjustable coefficients ,  and . Transitional processes have 

been obtained by assignment for different values of coefficients  and . Decreasing the efficiency of P- and D-

components at input impact by assignment through different coefficient values of  и   leads to reducing the 

magnitude of the first maximum 1 over three times ( 1 = 0.6°C, 0.22°C and 0.18°C) at close times adjustment 

time pt ( pt = 54min, 68min and 56min). 
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Introduction 
 

With the development of mankind, there is a growing 

need for perception that progress is borne out by 

interdisciplinary sciences such as biotechnology, 

namely a complex of advanced technologies, inclu-

ding microbial synthesis, genetic engineering, 

engineering enzymology, industrial bioenergy, eco-

logical biotechnology and immunobiotechnology. 

Biotechnology is the scientific and technological 

basis of a class of manufacturing processes (labora-

tory and industrial) carried out by biological systems 

(industrial micro-organisms, functional parts of the 

living cell - for example, membranes, tissue and cell 

cultures of plants and animals, etc.) within the 

appropriate apparatus layout and in the course of 

relevant biochemical reactions (Karova, 2005). 

Highly productive strains of micro-organisms (MO) 

are used. If they are cultivated under inappropriate 

conditions, a lack of automatic control systems 

(ACS) or set parameters of biotechnological pro-

cesses supported by the ACS are not optimal, they 

also can not get good results. That is why high-

performance and efficient BTP must combine quality 

strain and quality, ie. an optimal ACS to ensure the 

full use of its physiological properties. 

 

The process of fermentation as a control object 

The main parameters to be controlled during the BTP 

control are temperature, pressure, dissolved oxygen 

concentration (
2OC ), pH, foam level, inlet and outlet 

gas flow rate, nutrient medium, etc (Stoychev et al., 

2017). The value of certain parameters must be 

controlled with high precision (temperature, pH), 

others allow for larger deviations, for example
2OC . 

Sensors and measuring instruments used in 

laboratory and industrial apparatus still do not allow 

for the direct and automatic measurement of a 

number of important parameters, such as biomass 

concentration and some substrates, cell activity, 

average age of biomass, common biological activity 

that give extremely important information. 

In periodic crops, the optimization of the process is 

related to optimizing the composition of the nutrient 

medium and choosing the optimal temperature, pH, 

2OC etc. that aims to maximize the yield and 

conversion of the substrate in the final product 

(Stoychev et al., 2017). In semiperiodic crops, 

optimization is related to the selection of the 

appropriate temperature, pH, 
2OC  etc. and feed rate 

with substrate. In the continuous crops, the 

optimization is primarily aimed at obtaining optimal 

cell concentration or product concentration. 

Regardless of the possibility of applying the various 

fermentation apparatuses that have been set up in a 

number of countries, the problem of synthesis of 

efficient fermentation management still remains 

unresolved. For the difficulties in solving it, there are 

the following main reasons (Tsonkov, 1992): 

- lack of effective sensors and methods for real-time 

measurement of these biological and physico-

chemical parameters that are necessary to determine 

the process's current status; 

- limited possibilities for interpretation of the 

information received in a form in which it can be used 

to synthesize real-time feedback systems; 

- the processes are based on the metabolism of living 

cells, therefore the intracellular MO condition has a 

significant impact on the dynamics of the processes. 

Therefore, the successful implementation of the 

system-engineering methods requires their in-depth 

knowledge; 

- microbiological processes are adaptive and inter-

nally stable to external interferences but are very 

sensitive to changes around optimal production 

conditions, which requires precise control of these 

processes; 

- the cultivation of the MO is carried out under 

conditions of strict purity of the crop, which is related 

to the sterilization of both the basic and the auxiliary 

equipment, as well as all the components entering the 

fermenter; 

- the existence of a biologically active principle 

predetermines the higher variability of the object 

compared to chemical and technological processes. 

- the complexity of the fermentation medium 

comprising a large number of components; 

- the autocatalytic process, Influence of the reaction 

products (including the formed biomass and 

synthesized enzymes) on the rate of process flow; 

- Relatively low substrate, product yields and low 

reaction rate; 

- moderate temperature and close to neutral pH; 

- in many cases, there are different optimal conditions 

for the growth of the MO and for the synthesis of the 

target products. This requires the search for 

compromise conditions or the use of multilevel 

cultivation. 

To sum up, it can be stressed that biotechnological 

processes are non-stationary, with substantial 

nonlinearities, multi-dimensional, non-uniform and 

with low reproducibility. These are processes with 

high inertia that lack the criterion of large scale 

transition. Some data are only indirectly obtained, 
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therefore biotechnological processes from the control 

point of view are characterized as objects with 

incomplete information. At the same time, their static 

and dynamic characteristics change widely in a 

relatively unpredictable way. The aim of this work is 

to examine the fermentation process in Biovet AD - 

Peshtera as a control object and to describe the 

computer integrated Delta V control system. 

 

Control of fermentation process in Biovet AD – 

Peshtera 

The technological equipment of the fermentation 

process in the fermentation workshop of Biovet – Pe-

shtera consists of: seeding 1m3 fermenters, interme-

diate fermenters - 5(10)m3, working fermenters - 

50(63)m3 and feeding vessels for: sterile vegetable 

oil, sterile water and phosphoric acid solution, sterile 

water, sterile glucose, sterile imbemine/tenside solu-

tion, sterile NaOH. Fermenters are cylindrical vessels 

with elliptical bottom and lid. They are provided with 

devices for steam submission, air, nutrient, neutrali-

zing solution, foaming and opening devices for fixing 

the perceptual sensors of the control measuring 

systems for temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, car-

bon dioxide, etc. In the Table 1 are shown control and 

recording parameters for working fermenters. In Fig. 

1 is presents a scheme of an industrial fermenter with 

all the fittings and perceptual sensors to it. 

 

Description of a Delta V computerized integrated 

control system  
The hardware part of the system consists of 

operating, operator and engineering stations with the 

following elements [http]: 

 

Work stations 

- One or more work stations; 

- Control network for connection between system 

nodes; 

- Power supply voltage; 

- One or more Delta V controllers that represent local 

control and control data and connections between I/ 

O subsystems and the control network; 

- At least one input / output subsystem for a controller 

that processes the information from field devices; 

- System ID. 

Disabling any component should not cause more than 

one work station to fail. 

 

Operator stations 

Each operator and engineering station must have 

access - directly or via the network to event log files. 

It must be possible to control any of the equipment in 

the workshop by each of the operator stations by 

using a suitable password. Two monitors must be 

connected to each of operator stations in order to 

provide better monitoring capabilities. The two 

monitors of the operator station must also be able to 

visualize operator-specified processes. It should also 

be possible for the second monitor to show another 

application without stopping the visualization of the 

process monitored by the operator on the first 

monitor. Operator stations must provide: 

- Access to process control - registering on-off status, 

entering an assignment, stopping-launching the 

various stages of the BTP, etc.; 

- Automatically output of alarm messages; 

- A preview of the process and the possibility of 

direct access to the data; 

- Output of process graphs; 

- Viewing an integrated archive of process data; 

- Drawing up of reports, files and journals; 

- Registration (printing of reports, files and journals); 

- Output of individual windows for process 

parameters. 

In Fig. 2 shows the hierarchical structure of the Delta 

V system. 

 

Engineering stations 

The engineering stations must be able to carry out: 

- Configuring the system; 

- Configuring the executive mechanisms; 

-  To generate databases, create archives; 

- Generating graphical screens with hierarchical 

structures related to process organization and 

modification; 

- Generating control algorithms and modifying them; 

- Generating reports and modifying them; 

- Configuring system access rights; 

- Access to files; 

- Diagnostics. 

 

Description of a Delta V computerized integrated 

control system 

In Fig. 3 is a block diagram of a temperature-

generating SAC loop. 

TT0101, VT0101 and VT01012 are the tags (names) 

of the devices used by the system. 
In Fig. 4 shows the components of the PID block. 

 

Synthesis of a PID-controller with additional 

adjustable coefficients , and . 

On Fig. 5 (Dragotinov et al., 2013), (Dragotinov et 

al., 2015) is shown the structural diagram that 
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corresponds to a PID-controller with additional 

adjustable coefficients , and . 

The transmition function of the controller on the 

output variable of the object y has the form 
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The coefficient   (on a decrease) approximates the 

actual differentiation to the ideal one. The 

coefficients  and   decrease the force of the P- and 

D-components in the controller according to the 

assignment yзад . If 0 and 0 , the PID-

controller by assignment is converted to an I-

controller. Decreasing the efficiency of P- and D-

components reduces the overshoot in input impact by 

assignment. These additional settings are current 

when the PID-controller operates on the channel of 

the variable y while yзад  is constant and changes 

only occasion-nally. On Fig. 6 shows experimentally 

gotten transitional processes by assignment 

(changing зад from 50 to 55°C) for different values 

of coefficients  and . For all three transitional 

processes the coefficient   is assumed to be 0.2. The 

first process (№ 1) is for a step change of the set 

temperature зад  from 50 to 55°C. The second graph 

(№ 2) is the transitional process by assignment for 

values of coefficients 1 and 0 . This 

corresponds to the case when the PID-controller by 

assignment is converted into a PI-controller. For him 

the size of the first maximum 1 = 0.6°C and the set-

link time is about pt = 54min. For the third graph (№ 

3) are set 0 and 0 . This corresponds to the 

case when the PID-controller by assignment turns 

into an I-controller. For him the magnitude of the first 

maximum is about 1 = 0.22°C and the set-linked 

time is about pt = 68min. The fourth graph (№ 4) is 

the transitional process by assignment for values of 

coefficients  =0.5 and  = 0.5. Decreasing the 

efficiency of P- and D-components by half also 

reduces the overshoot in input impact by assignment. 

For him the magnitude of the first maximum is about 

1 = 0.18°C and the set-link time is about pt

=56min. Therefore, the reduction of the efficiency of 

the P- and D-compo-nents in input impact by 

assignment through different values of coefficients 

 and , leads to reducing of the magnitude of the 

first maximum 1 over three times at close values of 

the set-link time pt . 

 

Conclusion 
 

There is a description of the fermentation process as 

a control object. The control of the fermentation 

process in Biovet AD - Peshtera is considered. 

Described is a computer-integrated Delta V control 

system. A PID-controller with additional adjustable 

coefficients , and   is synthesized. Transitional 

processes are processed by assignment for different 

values of coefficients and . Reducing the 

efficiency of P- and D-components at input impact by 

assignment through different values of coefficients 

  and , leads to reducing of the magnitude of the 

first maximum 1 over three times at close values of 

the set-link time pt . 
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Figure 1.  Industrial fermenter 
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Figure 2.  The hierarchical structure of the Delta V system 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Block diagram of the temperature loop 
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Figure 4.  The components of the PID block 
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Figure 5.  A schematic diagram of a PID-controller with ,  and  factors (coefficients). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Transitional processes by assignment for different values of coefficients  and   


